Identifying Prepositions

Circle the preposition in each sentence.

(1) There were celebrations throughout the world as the painful war ended.
(11) My cat, Felix, is hiding under the stairs.
(2) There are many fine restaurants within the old city.
(12) The bus behind us is following too closely.
(3) The mouse ran quickly but quietly along the hallway’s edge.
(13) The gopher ran back into his hole.
(4) Jasmine climbed the tall ladder without fear.
(14) It is not polite to be chewing gum during the lecture.
(5) The balloon floated gently over the valley.
(15) Jacob waited until the tall sailing ship disappeared beyond the horizon.
(6) Use the ladder that is leaning against the wall.
(16) The papers fell to the floor.
(7) The pencil rolled off the desk.
(17) The strange noises are coming from that old house.
(8) All the eggs broke except one.
(18) It is time you did something for yourself.
(9) Patrick fought hard, but the sea monster pulled him beneath the waves.
(19) The ice must have fallen from this tall building.
(10) The treasure is buried between the two coconut trees.
(20) Rebecca told us about her trip downtown.
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